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Words by Rachel Read

Visit the new and enhanced
third floor for 12 of the very
best in beauty and wellness
Wisdom, in all its many forms, is about sharing
knowledge and making our lives more interesting
and fulfilling. And as LANDMARK celebrates
A Year of Wisdom, we explore one of the essential
qualities that shapes our thoughts, feelings and how
we view the world: beauty.
Once upon a time, we were told that beauty
was only skin deep. But times are a-changin’. The
unstoppable rise of wellness – an all-encompassing
movement covering not only what we put on our
faces but also what we eat, what we wear, and even
how and where we travel – means that the idea of
beauty no longer stops at our bathroom cabinets.
It also means that today’s consumer demands
high-quality, professional, convenient, and upto-date goods and services. And that’s where
LANDMARK ATRIUM’s new third floor comes
in, offering everything needed to look and feel good
– and even do good at the same time. The enhanced
offerings bring together experts in their respective
fields, and represent a major shift in the market.
Just ask Brenda Lee, founder of BEYORG,
an independent boutique selling organic, natural
beauty brands. Lee’s first store opened in 2005,
back when Goop – the website widely credited with
taking green living into the mainstream – was but a
twinkle in Gwyneth Paltrow’s eye. “It was extremely
difficult to get started 12 years ago,” Lee says.
Left: sports bra by Dharma Bums at Caelum
Greene, jacket by Miu Miu. Below: glove by CHANEL

BEAUTY’S
NEW
AGE

“Beauty is being the
best possible version
of yourself ”

Photography by Olivia Tsang
Fashion Director Justine Lee

– Audrey Hepburn
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FASHION

Get beautified at airplay, Careyou
Beauty, N°8 Organic Spa, Smile
Inc. and Suavis Lash Couture

Enjoy cupcakes, juices and
more from The Cakery, Catch
Juicery and Verde Organic

Transform your health and
beauty regimen with cool
gadgets from The Artistry

Upgrade your style without
sacrificing comfort at Caelum
Greene, Fogal and SHEER
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Visor and bra by Dior, juice by Catch Juicery.
Opposite, clockwise from far left: top by Monreal
London at Caelum Greene, jacket by PRADA,
sunglasses by Alexander McQueen; sports bra
and leggings by Lucas Hugh at Caelum Greene,
cardigan by CHANEL; swimsuit by Miu Miu

“Even the head of the cosmetics department at
a large department store, who was supposed to
understand global market trends, asked me, ‘What
is organic skincare?’ They looked at me as if I was
from another planet.”
Lee has since launched her eighth concept,
N°8 Organic Spa by BEYORG, at LANDMARK
ATRIUM, offering both products and treatments.
“People are becoming more conscious in general.
The polluted environment, more toxin- and
[allergy-related issues], and celebrities promoting
green causes certainly helps to educate the market.”
Celebrities aren’t just putting their face to bigname wellness brands, they’re creating their own
– including Jessica Alba’s natural cosmetics range
Honest Beauty, Elle Macpherson’s super-greens

wellness industry is now worth US$3.7 trillion, or
three times the pharmaceutical industry. “We are
at a pivotal moment where people worldwide are
taking steps to change the way they live, work and
play,” says chairman and CEO Susie Ellis.
Patrick Wang, director of Verde Organic,
which specialises in organic, artisanal and healthy
goods, agrees. “Though the wellness movement in
Hong Kong is not quite as mature as other major
metropolises, it is evolving quickly,” he says.
“People here are both driven and connected; it’s no
surprise that they’re increasingly discerning about
what they are putting into their bodies.”
Concern over what we consume is another
factor behind the wellness boom. “Unfortunately,
reports on [tainted food] are becoming the norm,”

“We are at a pivotal moment where
people worldwide are taking steps to
change the way they live, work and play”
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brand WelleCo and, of course, Paltrow’s website
(and now skincare line) Goop. These arbiters of
taste, who model cool yoga pants whilst sipping
a spirulina smoothie, showcase a lifestyle for the
world to see – and emulate – on social media.
Charlotte Tsuei, founder of Caelum Greene,
which stocks activewear and sustainable lifestyle
accessories, believes this all feeds into an overall
lifestyle change. “In my opinion, the biggest reason
why people have become more health-conscious is
simply that they are busier,” she says. “Health and
wellness become more important as a result, to stay
balanced and to live an optimised, happy life.”
Wellness has always been at the heart of
The Oriental Spa, with yoga and Pilates classes and
a roster of visiting wellness consultants. “Not only
has demand for wellness services increased over
the years, so too has the need for them globally,”
notes spa manager Jessica Sardo. “Life has become
very high-demand and high-pressure. Our guests
and members are seeking new innovations and
have a greater interest in trying new things.”
This growing interest is reflected in the data
too; the Global Wellness Institute estimates that the

says Vivian Tse, PR manager of Green Common, a
one-stop shop for plant-based food products. “You
can see more companies investing in plant-based
alternatives, whole foods and green innovations;
it’s not a ‘trend’ that is going away any time soon.”
These companies aren’t aimed just at those
who know their kale from their chia seeds. Shirley
Kwok, founder of The Cakery – which sells sweet
treats for a range of dietary requirements – believes
her customer base covers those already interested
in wellness and those curious to try something
new. “Social media and celebrity influence has
played a crucial part in increasing awareness of
wellness,” she says. “People begin to look for more
information and relevant products. When there is
sufficient demand, supply will follow.”
The wellness revolution highlights the fact that
looking good and feeling good go hand in hand –
and it’s a lifestyle that experts believe is here to
stay. “We told people it wasn’t a trend in 2005, and
we say the same today,” explains N°8 Organic Spa
by BEYORG’s Lee. With all the wellness offerings
now available at LANDMARK ATRIUM, making
the change has never been easier.

HAIR BY DEREK LI, MAKE-UP BY MARIAN WOO, MANICURE BY PINKY HO. MODEL: ANGELINA @ SUN ESEE MODEL MANAGEMENT

– Susie Ellis, chairman and CEO, Global Wellness Institute

